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Chapter 3531 Can’t Help But Say (2) 

During the short exchange that just happened, Huang Fuzhao already understood that Li Moying’s 

strength was much stronger than they had imagined. 

Therefore, he didn’t dare to neglect this time. Not only did he attack with all his strength, but he also 

sent a sound transmission to Huang Shuangyu, asking her to cooperate with him and attack together! 

The two Dao Profound Realm powerhouses shot at the same time, and both used their famous moves! 

A blast of fire profound energy burst out suddenly, covering the entire area. 

Countless fire dragons descended from the sky, and even the giant trees in the dense forest began to 

burn. 

In everyone’s eyes, there were patches of golden flames. 

Li Moying unsheathed his long sword as he went up to meet the attack directly. Lightning bolts 

descended from the sky, fighting head-on with the fire profound energy that had been unleashed! 

Li Moying’s speed and strength could not be matched by cultivators of the same level. However, facing 

the strong exponents in the middle stage of the Dao Profound Realm, he could only be at a 

disadvantage. If he was not killed immediately, he was already considered a genius amongst geniuses! 

What’s more, there were still two Dao Profound Realm powerhouses attacking him at the same time! 

The two sides exchanged a few blows and Li Moying almost vomited blood. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly chased after them, and followed closely, trying to protect Li Moying. 

However, Li Tianyi and the others were faster than her! 

These guards in the Heart Profound Realm couldn’t bear the huge profound force. 

However, they still kept their responsibilities firmly in mind, and determination flashed in their eyes! 

They took a few steps forward at the same time, protected Li Moying and Huang Yueli behind them, and 

simultaneously drew their swords together! 

The cold and stern sword intent shot out from their hands, cutting through the encircling circle of flames 

in an instant! 

Huang Yueli couldn’t help but look at them a few more times, because Li Tianyi’s move caught her by 

surprise. 

During this period of time spent together, she has already gained a deep understanding of the strength 

of these people. With their individual strength, they may not be able to last a while in front of the Dao 

Profound Realm powerhouse. However, when the four of them formed a sword array, he was able to 

explode with such strength! 



Huang Fuzhao was also surprised, “This is…the legendary sword array of the Cloudy Qilin Clan? It really 

deserves its reputation!” 

However, a sneer soon appeared on the corner of his mouth, “However, with just a few of you little 

bastards in the Heart Profound Realm, what’s the use of knowing how to use a sword array? It’s better if 

you let your Master do it instead!” 

As he said that, Huang Fuzhao suddenly accelerated the speed of circulating the profound energy in his 

body. 

The flames around him also re-condensed, and they were even more intense and powerful than before! 

Under such coercion, Li Tianyi and the others were flushed, and blood even oozed from the corners of 

their mouths, but they refused to take a step back! 

However, no matter how determined their will was, the gap in strength was apparent. 

What Huang Fuzhao said was not just a threat, but a real fact! 

In just three breaths of time, Li Tianyi and the others could no longer bear it, and were defeated. 

“Bang bang bang bang—!” 

Several crisp crackling sounds came out one after another! 

The long sword in the hands of Li Tianyi and the others broke into two pieces under the impact of the 

flames, and the sword array also collapsed! 

Without the protection of the sword array, Huang Fuzhao’s fire profound energy drove straight in, 

directly rushing to the chests of several people! 

Given the difference in cultivation between the two sides, if Li Tianyi and the others fully withstood this 

attack, they would definitely die! 
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A cold glint flashed across Li Moying’s eyes, and he wanted to go and save them. 

However, Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao cooperated tacitly, how could they give him such an 

opportunity? 

She also sped up the attack speed in her hand, holding Li Moying back, so that he couldn’t find any gaps 

to escape, let alone save the guards under him. 

Seeing that Li Tianyi and the others were dying, Huang Fuzhao couldn’t help but sneered! 

Although these guards don’t have much strength, if the ants dare to attack a strong man like him, it was 

tantamount to courting death! 

After crushing these troublesome ants to death, he was able to deal with Li Moying wholeheartedly! 

Dare to kill the god-level genius of the Sacred Phoenix Clan, he will not let Li Moying die too happily, he 

must make him pay in blood and pay the price! 



However, at the moment when Huang Fuzhao was about to win, there was a sudden “buzz” in his mind! 

Immediately afterwards, he suddenly felt dizzy, and the movements of his hands slowed down a little. 

This little bit of time was enough to decide life and death! 

Huang Yueli used the zither together with her Piercing Sky Eye Technique, which made Huang Fuzhao 

dizzy for a while, and using that short span, she used her profound energy to wrap around the bodies of 

Li Tianyi and the other four guards, and threw them into the distance. 

Huang Fuzhao soon came to his senses, but his moves were a step too slow and it was too late to take 

them back. The fire profound energy that came out of the bombardment happened to pass by the four 

guards! 

Li Tianyi and the others were thrown heavily on the grass, and they all vomited blood before they fell 

into a coma. 

However, after all, this is much better than receiving Huang Fuzhao’s attack head on and there was still 

a chance of being rescued. 

Huang Yueli saved their lives, but she didn’t even have time to heave a sigh of relief. 

Huang Fuzhao realized that it was the small young man next to Li Moying who ruined his good deed, and 

immediately became furious. As all his anger had not been vented just now, he directed them all at 

Huang Yueli and attacked her crazily! 

Huang Yueli quickly used her Agility Dance Steps to the extreme to evade all the incoming attacks. 

At the same time, the profound energy in her body was also fully mobilized, and the various Spirit 

Armaments that she had previously refined to save her life were also used without hesitation. 

Although she was also a god-level genius and her talent was not inferior to Li Moying, but after all, she 

was only at the late stage of the Dream Profound Realm. Therefore, although her real combat power 

exceeded Li Tianyi, she still could not contend against Huang Fuzhao. Dao Profound Realm powerhouses 

were simply not comparable! 

However, Huang Yueli was not immediately killed by one move, but persisted for quite a while. 

This was mainly because she was also from the Sacred Phoenix Clan, and, as a god-level genius, her 

bloodline was purer and more perfect than Huang Fuzhao and the others. 

Such kind of coercion from the bloodline’s superiority helped her gain a certain advantage when fighting 

against her own clan. 

Huang Fuzhao also noticed that something was wrong with this young man. 

It seems that it is only the cultivation base of the Dream Profound Realm, so why was he able to escape 

under his hands a few times? 

However, the battle situation has entered a fierce stage, and Huang Fuzhao had no time to delve into it, 

so he could only do his best to chase after Huang Yueli. 



Huang Yueli’s situation gradually became dangerous. Li Moying saw it and felt extremely anxious in his 

heart. He couldn’t help but shout to the forest: “Lilac Jadeite, what are you waiting for?! Come out!” 

The next moment, a purple lightning flashed out from the forest and rushed towards Huang Fuzhao! 
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Lilac Jadeite’s speed was extremely fast, as an ancient divine beast with thunder attribute,her speed was 

even more astonishing than real lightning! 

Huang Fuzhao suddenly saw a flash of lightning rushing towards him, and was really taken aback! 

After he saw clearly that it was a Qilin that was galloping towards him, he broke out in a cold sweat. 

“Qi… Qilin! Li Moying, you actually… tamed the Qilin!” 

Over the past tens of thousands of years, the number of ancient divine beasts had become increasingly 

scarce, and the major Ancient God Clans have been unable to tame new divine beasts. The only few 

remaining in the clan were left by the masters of the Life Profound Realm in the clan tens of thousands 

of years ago. 

But now, the one Li Moying summoned was obviously still a cub, and it even obeys him… 

That can only mean that he personally contracted with this Qilin beast! 

Even though he had already had a high evaluation of the strength of a god-level genius, Huang Fuzhao 

was still shocked by his new discovery! 

God-level genius… Was it really such a heaven-defying existence? Could they do things that no one in 

the entire Ancient God Clan can do? 

In addition to being shocked, Huang Fuzhao also felt even more hatred towards Li Moying. 

Originally, their Sacred Phoenix Clan could also have a god-level genius! The god-level genius who was 

intercepted and killed by Li Moying halfway, if she was cultivated by the family, she would also be so 

outstanding and she could also bring the entire Sacred Phoenix Clan to the top! 

But now? 

Because of Li Moying, a ruthless guy, everything was ruined! 

Thinking of this, Huang Fuzhao’s anger rose sharply, and his attacks became even crazier. He didn’t even 

care about defense, and his moves were all made in desperation trying to fight Li Moying! 

As Lilac Jadeite flew towards Huang Fuzhao, she continued to grow in size. When she rushed to the 

front, she had changed from the size of a big cat to the size of an adult Qilin with a height of several 

metres. 

She raised her head to the sky and howled, summoning countless thunderbolts, attacking towards 

Huang Fuzhao and Huang Shuangyu! 



All of a sudden, Huang Fuzhao and the others’ pressure increased sharply, and Li Moying was also 

looking for an opportunity to make a move. Under the attack of the two sides, they fell into a 

disadvantage instead. 

Huang Fuzhao didn’t care and attacked desperately. 

Seeing him lose his composure and simply attacking crazily, Huang Shuangyu became anxious, and 

hurriedly shouted: “Elder Zhao, you must be steady! After all, this Qilin is just a cub, and although its 

strength has skyrocketed with the secret method, it won’t last long at all. At most a quarter of an hour, 

it will lose their strength and faint! As long as we persist for a while, they will definitely die!” 

After all, Huang Shuangyu was the oldest and the most knowledgeable. She could see through the 

current situation of Little Qilin at a glance. 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying became anxious when they heard her words. 

Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao were indeed the elders of the Ancient God Clan. Although they 

seem to be at a disadvantage under the pressure of Little Qilin, it was almost impossible to kill them. 

If they could not be severely injured or scared away within a quarter of an hour… 

Could it be that thi was really the end for the two of them? 

Huang Yueli didn’t want to reveal her identity at first, but at this moment, when life and death were at 

stake, she couldn’t care about anything else. 

She suddenly let out a low voice: “Wang Cai, show up!” 

As soon as the words fell, the figure of the Little Phoenix appeared from behind her, and, like the Little 

Qilin, he cast the most powerful secret technique as soon as he appeared, and each time he flapped his 

wings, he grew bigger! 

In just a few breaths, he had already become the size of an adult phoenix! 
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After Little Phoenix became bigger, he immediately pounced towards Huang Shuangyu and Huang 

Fuzhao! 

The flames brought out by his wings swept across the entire forest and left a blazing sea of fire in its 

wake. 

Seeing this, Huang Yueli also felt refreshed! 

With the support of Little Phoenix, their strength had been greatly enhanced. However, Wang Cai’s 

strength was not as good as Lilac Jadeite’s, and the time to maintain this form was not as long as that of 

Little Qilin. 

They had to hurry up and take advantage of this opportunity to defeat each other in one fell swoop! 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying understood each other and at the same time, they unleashed the most 

powerful profound skills they had. 



The two of them have cooperated countless times. When they made a move, they just made up for each 

other’s shortcomings, and they were able to display a strength far exceeding the sum of their profound 

strength! 

Although she had an obvious advantage, Huang Yueli was still very cautious. 

After all, there were two strong exponents in the Dao Profound Realm on the opposing side. She knew 

that if she was not careful, she would die. Therefore, when she made a move, she was also on guard 

with all her heart, focusing on defense, and was ready to resist at any time. The opponent’s 

counterattack. 

However, just when the attacks of the two were about to land on the two elders, Huang Yueli’s eyes 

widened unexpectedly. 

Because, she found… Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao seemed to be frozen, and they didn’t even 

resist! 

This time, she didn’t use the sound of the zither to interfere with their consciousness. How could these 

two majestic Dao Profound Realm powerhouses be in a daze during the battle? 

Could it be… that this was a trap? 

Huang Yueli immediately felt bad, but at this moment, both Li Moying and her had already unleashed 

their skills and it was too late to make any changes. 

She had no choice but to bite the bullet and rushed up after Li Moying! 

“Boom—! Boom—!” 

Several loud bangs came! 

The profound energy of Huang Yueli and Li Moying bombarded Huang Fuzhao and Huang Shuangyu 

heavily! 

What’s more, this time it was a real bombardment on the vital position of their chests, and the two of 

them immediately flew out and fell for thousands of meters, before they smashed heavily on a big tree. 

The giant tree more than ten metres thick was broken. 

After Huang Yueli succeeded in one blow, she had already prepared countless back moves, but at this 

time, she was completely unable to continue to attack! 

Because the two elders were blown away so easily, this… This was completely beyond her expectations! 

With the strength of Huang Shuangyu and the others, even with the help of Little Qilin and Little Phoenix 

at the same time, they can completely resist for a period of time! 

If they were lucky, they might even persist until the energy of the two divine beasts is exhausted! 

But in fact? However, Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao seemed to have been shocked by something, 

they suddenly became stupid and became vulnerable, they didn’t even have any preparations for 

defense, they were just… blown away? 



Li Moying also stopped, and looked towards the position where the two elders landed with a look of 

surprise. 

The two of them fell extremely hard, paralyzed on the ground motionless, and didn’t know whether they 

were dead or alive. 

Li Moying also felt that something was wrong, and turned to look at Huang Yueli, “Just now, you 

controlled their spirits?” 

Huang Yueli shook her head vigorously, “How is that possible? My cultivation level is not enough, if I 

want to control them, I can only take advantage of them while they’re not paying attention and it will 

consume a lot of my own mental power! If I have the ability to control both of them at the same time… 

Well, we’ve already won…” 
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Li Moying thought about it, and it was indeed the truth. 

He was even more puzzled, “But just now…the two of them didn’t resist at all…were they intentionally 

seeking their own deaths?” 

Having reached such a point, Li Moying did not believe that the two elders could still cheat. 

After all, just now he and Huang Yueli fought with all their strength, and there were two ancient divine 

beasts who used secret techniques to help them. Without defense, even a strong Dao Profound Realm 

would have a narrow escape! 

Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao had absolutely no reason to do this? 

Huang Yueli frowned and thought, “That’s right, this really doesn’t make sense… Is there anyone who 

seeks death in such a manner? It’s not like they will definitely lose…” Suddenly, she seemed to have 

thought of something, her eyes lit up “By the way, Wang Cai suddenly appeared just now. When they 

saw Wang Cai, they were suddenly stunned! Could it be…” 

She turned her head and glanced at Li Moying. 

Li Moying immediately understood what she meant. He narrowed his eyes slightly, “I’ll go and have a 

look first.” 

With that said, he turned around and strode towards the two elders who had collapsed under the big 

tree. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly followed, “Let’s go together! Be careful, there might be danger!” 

Li Moying didn’t stop her from coming together, but walked in front of her very carefully, protecting her 

with her body. 

Huang Yueli obediently followed behind him. Although she felt that she didn’t need to be protected, 

seeing Li Moying always so nervous about her still made her feel sweet. 

Soon, the two walked under the big tree. 



As expected, Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao were stunned by the huge impact just now. 

However, the bodies of those in the Dao Profound Realm were very strong, and by now, they had 

gradually came to their senses. 

When Huang Yueli and the others walked over, Huang Fuzhao had already slowly opened his eyes, but 

he still had a painful and confused look on his face, trying to get up from the ground. 

Li Moying and Huang Yueli stopped 30 meters away from them, looking down at them. 

Huang Fuzhao was seriously injured. After struggling for a while, he still couldn’t get up. 

He tried his best to turn his head and glanced at Huang Yueli and Li Moying, but immediately after, his 

eyes widened and he fixed his eyes on the big Phoenix behind Huang Yueli who hadn’t recovered in 

time! 

Wang Cai flapped his wings and followed behind Huang Yueli. His beautiful feathers were like the most 

gorgeous sunshine, making people unable to take their eyes off. 

Huang Fuzhao was really dumbfounded, the expression on his face was so shocked to the point of 

horror. 

“This…this is…Phoen…Phoenix…cough cough…cough cough…” 

Huang Fuzhao’s voice was incomparably hoarse and he coughed repeatedly before finishing a sentence, 

appearing to be in extreme pain. 

Obviously, his lungs were seriously damaged. 

However, he still persisted in pointing at Little Wang Cai, squeezing out some gasps from his throat. 

Huang Yueli folded her arms around her chest and said calmly, “Of course I know it’s a Phoenix. Anyone 

with eyes knows it! Is it worth making such a fuss about?” 

“You you…” 

Only then did Huang Fuzhao turn his attention to Huang Yueli, “This… Phoenix… it’s you… it’s you… 

cough…” 

“What do you mean? This Phoenix is indeed mine. I contracted it. I summoned it. Why? What’s your 

opinion?” Huang Yueli said slowly. 
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Huang Fuzhao gasped when he heard that! 

This breath made his chest injury worse. He coughed desperately for a long time, but he couldn’t even 

say a word. 

However, before he could adjust his breathing opening, another scream came from behind him. 

“You summoned it? How is it possible? This… this is impossible??” 



At some point, Huang Shuangyu also woke up, and heard Huang Yueli’s answer to Huang Fuzhao, and 

immediately exclaimed. 

The location of her injury was not in the lungs, so although she was weak, she could still speak clearly. 

Huang Yueli turned her head to look at her, “Why is it impossible? The fact is that, you all saw me 

summoning the Phoenix Divine Beast with your own eyes, didn’t you? Otherwise, you wouldn’t be lying 

here, would you?” 

Hearing this, Huang Shuangyu froze, and at the same time remembered the scene that happened just 

before they were injured! 

She never dreamed that the little young man next to Li Moying would summon a Phoenix! 

Moreover, it still looks like a young Phoenix! 

The Cloudy Qilin Clan has not tamed a young Phoenix for tens of thousands of years, so why not the 

Sacred Phoenix Clan? 

Seeing how powerful the impact of Phoenix was on her, Huang Shuangyu couldn’t believe her eyes as 

she remained frozen in place. 

And when such powerful exponents were fighting against each other, even just being in a daze for a few 

moments was deadly enough. 

In the end, the two of them were lying here and fell at the feet of the two juniors. 

But, how was that possible? She still feels that what she sees cannot be true! 

However, behind Huang Yueli, the Phoenix was still alive and vivid, so real, even the powerful fire 

profound energy radiating from its body was so real that it couldn’t be more real, and it even made her 

feel an unbearable powerful pressure! 

“Impossible… this… only the blood of our Sacred Phoenix Clan can make the Phoenix submit. Even if 

ordinary human races contract with the Phoenix by chance, it is impossible for the Phoenix to recognize 

the master, let alone get the Phoenix to fight for them! Moreover, if you want Phoenix to surrender, you 

must at least have a top-notch talent at the heaven level, even if you are a genius at the god level, not 

everyone can contract a Phoenix…you are a human race…how is it possible??” 

Huang Yueli’s eyes fell on Huang Shuangyu’s body deeply, and she said calmly, “Elder, you are right, so 

what? Who told you that I belong to the human race?” 

Originally, Huang Yueli used Sky Phoenix Ring’s power to hide her race and real cultivation. 

At this moment, she no longer concealed it. As soon as she finished speaking, her aura suddenly 

changed, as if she had changed completely! 

The two elders were originally trying to figure out what Huang Yueli’s words meant. 

At this moment, sensing the aura emanating from Huang Yueli’s body, both of them were shocked! 

“You…you are also from the Sacred Phoenix Clan!!” 



“How did this happen? The Sacred Phoenix Clan actually produced a genius who can contract the 

Phoenix, but has been living outside?? At your age, you can have such a cultivation base, at least it is 

also a top-level talent… Wait..what is your real bone age??” 

As Huang Yueli removed the disguise from her body, her real bone age was also exposed. 

And although the disguise on her face was still there, without the assistance of Sky Phoenix Ring, she 

couldn’t hide it from the powerful Dao Profound Realm. 
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Therefore, in the eyes of Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao, Huang Yueli no longer had any pretense. 

Her real appearance could be seen at a glance! 

The two elders originally thought that seeing Huang Yueli’s true face would solve their doubts, but the 

facts completely shattered their illusions, because Huang Yueli’s real appearance and cultivation level 

surpassed their imagination! 

“Your bone age…isn’t even twenty years old! Late stage of the Dream Profound Realm! Are…are you 

kidding me?” 

“I’ve lived for thousands of years. I haven’t seen any kind of genius, and I’ve never seen such an 

outrageous thing!” 

“That’s right, even Li Moying from the Cloudy Qilin Clan, who claims to be a god-level genius,… may not 

be able to do this, right?” 

Hearing his name mentioned by the two elders, Li Moying crossed his arms and raised his eyebrows 

slightly. 

He coldly interjected from the side: “I have seen stupid people, but I have never seen one as stupid as 

you! You really don’t know who Little Li’er is? Your Sacred Phoenix Clan also has a god-level genius, or 

have you already forgotten?” 

Hearing Li Moying’s words, the expressions of the two elders changed, their eyes were filled with 

hatred, and they glared at Li Moying viciously! 

The shock just now has been replaced by hatred! They haven’t forgotten why they came here today! 

“Li Moying, you despicable villain, you still have the face to say that! Didn’t the god-level genius of our 

Sacred Phoenix Clan die at your hands?” 

“A ruthless, narrow-minded scum like you, no matter how talented you are, you will never reach the 

pinnacle of cultivation! Sooner or later, you will die without a place for burial!” 

The both of them cursed at him while gnashing their teeth. 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying looked at each other, they never expected to hear such words. 



These two elders of the Sacred Phoenix Clan actually thought that Huang Yueli was dead, moreover, she 

was still killed by Li Moying! No wonder they used all means to kill Li Moying as soon as they met each 

other today! 

Hearing the two scolding more and more, it became more and more unpleasant. Li Moying hadn’t 

reacted yet, but Huang Yueli couldn’t listen anymore. 

She walked in front of the two of them, and said in a cold voice, “Shut up!” 

Her voice was cold, although the volume was not high, but it had the power of a superior person. 

The two elders were usually high-ranking figures in the family, but for some reason, when they heard 

Huang Yueli’s voice, they felt a chill behind them and subconsciously closed their mouths. 

When they realized what they had done, they were shocked! 

What was going on? Their aura…why was it suppressed by a little girl under the age of twenty? 

Huang Yueli glanced at the two of them, and said coldly: “When did Moying kill a god-level genius of the 

Sacred Phoenix Clan? What proof do you have that you just spewed nonsense like this? These words… 

are they from Huang Sanbai?” Did it come from that damned old man’s mouth?” 

Huang Shuangyu was startled, she didn’t expect her to guess so accurately. 

However, she immediately retorted: “Yes, that’s what my Third Brother Elder Sanbai said! You know 

who he is, and he will never tell lies! He is a god-level genius who saw Li Moying attack us with his own 

eyes. ! The evidence is as strong as a mountain!” 

“Irrefutable evidence?” Huang Yueli sneered, “I think you are all blind? I am the god-level genius you are 

looking for! I am still standing here, are you going to continue cursing me and say that I’m dead?” 
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Huang Shuangyu froze in place and for a moment, she was unable to speak at all. 

It was only after a while later when she spoke, her pale lips trembled slightly, “What… what? What did 

you say?” 

Huang Yueli looked at them directly, and said seriously: “I really don’t know what Huang Sanbai told you, 

but, isn’t the truth already in front of your eyes? If I wasn’t a god-level genius, how could I summon the 

Phoenix? How could it be possible to have such a cultivation base?” 

Huang Fuzhao was also dumbfounded, unable to come to his senses no matter what. 

Huang Shuangyu said again: “It’s true to say so, but Elder Sanbai clearly said…that you have… how could 

you still be alive? And you’re still with Li Moying of the Cloudy Qilin Clan?” 

Speaking of this, her eyes suddenly widened, and he shouted: “Yes, I know! Did you get arrested by the 

Cloudy Qilin Clan after you were injured by Li Moying? Did they threaten you? What restrictions have 

been placed on you? Are they forcing you to work for the Cloudy Qilin Clan? These despicable villains of 

the Cloudy Qilin Clan!” 



Huang Sanbai’s hard work of establishing a reputation that his whole life was devoted solely for the clan 

was deeply ingrained in the hearts of the Sacred Phoenix Clan. 

So, even if Huang Fuzhao and the others saw Huang Yueli standing in front of them alive, they still 

couldn’t absorb such news. 

So, he thought wrongly himself, and made up a big scene of Huang Yueli being coerced by others. 

Huang Yueli didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, coughed heavily, and said, “Elder, you’re probably 

wrong! The one who injured me near the Nether Sea was not Li Moying, but Huang Sanbai!” 

Huang Fuzhao was stunned, “What? You said… who is it?” 

“You heard me right. The person who injured me was indeed Huang Sanbai! If it wasn’t because I tamed 

this Little Phoenix and caught him by surprise, I’m afraid I would be dead now.” 

Huang Fuzhao’s eyes widened incredulously and he left his mouth wide open in a daze. 

But Huang Shuangyu couldn’t help screaming, “No…impossible! This is absolutely impossible! You must 

have been brainwashed by the people of the Cloudy Qilin Clan! My Third Brother is the most senior 

elder of the Sacred Phoenix Clan. Since then, he has been diligently contributing to the clan, and is highly 

respected! How could he attack and hurt the family’s god-level genius? You are definitely lying!” 

Hearing Huang Shuangyu’s accusation, Huang Yueli raised her eyebrows slightly, “It turns out that you 

are Huang Sanbai’s sister… I really feel pity for you, because you were used as a gun by your own 

brother, and you still foolishly believe that he’s a good guy!” 

Huang Shuangyu didn’t believe her words at all, “Don’t accuse him! The whole Sacred Phoenix Clan can 

see how my Third Brother is! You…you are the god-level genius of the family? You can’t slander him like 

this! What kind of benefits did the Cloudy Qilin Clan give you that you have to do it!” 

“I slandered him?” Huang Yueli’s lips curled up as she revealed a mocking smile, “I want to ask you, I just 

ascended from the Lower Realm, and I have no grievances with Huang Sanbai, why should I slander him? 

Besides, As a god-level genius, what capital do you think the Cloudy Qilin Clan has to buy me? As long as 

I return to the family, I can enjoy all the resources of the Sacred Phoenix Clan, but I dare not even return 

to the Sacred Phoenix Continent! Why!” 

“This.. this…” 

Pressed by Huang Yueli every step of the way, Huang Shuangyu was stunned for a moment, completely 

unable to think of how to refute. 
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Because what Huang Yueli said made so much sense! 

A person who has ascended from the Lower Realm has no interest in anyone in the family, so how could 

she have nothing to do to slander Huang Sanbai? 



Besides, Huang Yueli, as a god-level genius, has never returned to the family. This will have a great 

impact on her cultivation and progress. Normal people would not do such a thing, right? 

Unless…someone is really preventing her from returning to the family! 

But, how could this person be Huang Sanbai? 

This was absolutely impossible! 

“Why…why…Sanbai…elder…cough!” 

Huang Fuzhao also came to his senses at this time, and he was full of doubts. However, his injury 

prevented him from speaking completely, so he could only speak intermittently. 

When Huang Shuangyu heard what he wanted to say, she understood what he wanted to say, and 

immediately asked: “Even if what you said is reasonable, then my Third Brother has no grievances or 

enmity with you? Why did he want to hurt you? Why should he stop you from going back to the clan? 

This doesn’t make sense at all! I think… the Cloudy Qilin Clan is still playing tricks!” 

Huang Yueli smiled coldly, and said: “The reason why Huang Sanbai wanted to kill me is very simple. He 

wanted to get… this from me!” 

As Huang Yueli’s voice fell, a golden light suddenly shot out from between her eyebrows! 

This golden light formed a clear Phoenix imprint in midair! 

The two elders stared at the imprint of the golden Phoenix, their faces were flushed, and their eyes 

almost popped out of their posture. 

“This… this… can’t be… impossible, right?” 

“No… No… How could the Sky Phoenix Ring appear on such a little girl! This must be… I lost too much 

blood and had hallucinations!” 

The two elders muttered to themselves involuntarily and shook their heads desperately, completely 

unable to accept such a fact. 

As the core members of the Sacred Phoenix Clan, they, like Huang Sanbai, have known the legend about 

the Sky Phoenix Ring since they were young. The Sky Phoenix Ring, which could be called the number 

one artifact in the clan, will appear once it recognizes the Master, just like what they saw with their own 

eyes now! 

Huang Yueli’s golden marks on the center of her eyebrows are no different from those recorded in the 

clan’s top-secret classics! 

But how could such a thing happen? 

Even if this little girl was a god-level genius, even if she has the ability to tame the Phoenix beast, but… 

to say that she can repair the broken Sky Phoenix Ring and make it recognize her as Master… that was 

still a bit outrageous! 

Several Supreme Elders of the Life Profound Realm in the family have been tracking the whereabouts of 

Sky Phoenix Ring, but for tens of thousands of years, there had been no progress… 



It’s true that Huang Yueli’s talent was far superior to that of cultivators of the same generation, but if it 

is said that she can do things that no one at the Life Profound Realm can do… 

Both Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao found it unacceptable! 

Hearing the doubts from the two, Huang Yueli’s expression did not change much. 

She said lightly: “The evidence is already in front of you, and you still don’t believe it. Well then, one can 

only say that you are stupid! As dignified elders of the Ancient God Clan, you don’t even have the least 

sense of judgment! The fact is that Huang Sanbai found out that I have the Sky Phoenix Ring on me and 

in order to get the clan’s artifact and at the same time gain the position of Patriarch, he plotted against 

me and tried to kill me!” 

What Huang Yueli said shocked the two elders. 

Chapter 3540 The Shocking Truth (7) 

Huang Yueli continued: “It’s a good thing I’ve noticed Huang Sanbai’s evil intentions a long time ago, so 

I’ve been prepared, otherwise, I’d be dead by now!” 

“This… this…” 

Huang Shuangyu was tongue-tied, she repeated “this” for a long time, but couldn’t complete her 

sentence. 

From the bottom of her heart, she didn’t want to believe that the Third Brother she had always trusted 

the most was actually a madman who murdered the genius of the clan for personal gain! 

However, Huang Yueli’s words were well-founded, and no one could find any flaws. 

The significance of Sky Phoenix Ring to the Sacred Phoenix Clan was indeed above everything else. If 

Huang Sanbai could really get the Sky Phoenix Ring and let it recognize him as its Master, even if his 

assassination of Huang Yueli was exposed, no one would fault him. His sin, on the contrary, would 

enshrine him as the future Patriarch! 

This kind of temptation was enough to make people make fatal mistakes. 

However, Huang Shuangyu never expected that even her Third Brother would be unable to resist the 

temptation of power! 

“This… this girl, even if you are right, but after you escaped from death, why didn’t you return to the 

Sacred Phoenix Clan, but instead got mixed up with the Young Master of the Cloudy Qilin Clan? So many 

people came looking for you, why didn’t you show up?” 

Hearing this, Huang Yueli raised the corners of her mouth mockingly, “Elder, you are not trying to make 

fun of me, are you? Who doesn’t know that the person in charge of searching for my whereabouts is 

Huang Sanbai! Once I show up, I will definitely be brought in front of him immediately. As you can see, 

my strength is limited, and I can’t compare with those in the Dao Profound Realm, and I don’t know how 

many members of the Sacred Phoenix Clan have already defected to Huang Sanbai. Once I fall into his 

hands, how can I save my life?” 



Huang Shuangyu was once again blocked by her and was rendered speechless once again! 

However, after Huang Yueli’s repeated explanations, the doubts in the hearts of the two elders had 

been clarified. 

The two of them looked at each other, seeing shock and confusion in each other’s eyes! 

Huang Sanbai would actually do such a thing! 

If it wasn’t the god-level genius who was speaking now, and if Huang Yueli hadn’t shown so many 

unforgeable evidence, then even if they were killed, they wouldn’t believe that Huang Sanbai would 

betray the family! 

He is the most loyal and willing senior elder in the family! 

“Could it be that… the Third Brother really did such an outrageous thing?” 

Huang Shuangyu turned her gaze to Huang Yueli again, “Young Miss, I am Huang Shuangyu, the elder of 

the Sacred Phoenix Clan, what’s your name?” 

“Huang Yueli.” 

Huang Shuangyu nodded, “Young Miss Yueli, what you said really convinced me. However, if you want 

to persecute Huang Sanbai’s betrayal of the clan, you have to go back to the clan with us. When we 

convene the Elders’ Council, you’ll have to confront Huang Sanbai!” 

Huang Yueli frowned. 

She naturally knew that there was nothing wrong with what Huang Shuangyu said, and it was impossible 

to convict Huang Sanbai just because Huang Shuangyu went back and passed a few words! 

She herself must go back to the clan to testify against Huang Sanbai, which was what she had intended. 

However, if she really wanted her to go back to the clan with the two elders now, she still had her 

hesitations. 

On one hand, she didn’t want to be separated from Li Moying so soon. On the other hand, her 

subconscious mind told her that it might not be a wise choice to return to the Sacred Phoenix Clan. 

The Sacred Phoenix Clan was a big clan that has been passed down for millions of years, and the 

relationship among the clansmen was intricate. 

 


